You will now have finished the five minutes' reading time for this paper. The test will begin now.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

- During this introduction you should tell the invigilator immediately if you have any difficulty in hearing the recording. Once the questions have begun, the recording will not be stopped.
- Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes above. Please write clearly and in capital letters.
- Use black ink.
- Answer all the questions.
- Read each question carefully. Make sure you know what you have to do before starting your answer.
- Write your answer to each question in the space provided. Additional paper may be used if necessary but you must clearly show your candidate number, centre number and question number(s).
- Do not write in the bar codes.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES

- The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
- The total number of marks for this paper is 50.
- Listen carefully to the instructions and follow the example for each exercise.
- There will be pauses to give you time to read the questions and to write your answers.
- You will hear all the recordings twice.
- You may write your answers at any time during the test.
- You do not have to write in full sentences and your answers will not be marked for the accuracy of the language.
- Dictionaries are not allowed.
- Open your booklet now.
- This document consists of 12 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
Exercise 1: Questions 1 – 5

Dilek and Orhan are talking about everyday life

In this exercise you will hear five short statements in Turkish.

Read the questions and look at the pictures.

Listen and tick (✓) the correct box.

Example: What does Dilek eat everyday in the summer?

The correct answer is A.

Now answer the five questions.

1. What does Orhan do before he goes to bed?

The correct answer is C.

2. Which season does Dilek like most?

The correct answer is A.
3 What time does Orhan have dinner?

- [A] 9:30
- [B] 8:30
- [C] 7:30

[1]

4 What does Dilek like to do in her free time?

- [A] Riding a bicycle
- [B] Painting
- [C] Taking pictures

[1]

5 Which one is Orhan's room?

- [A] Room with a bed and a lamp
- [B] Room with a desk and a chair
- [C] Room with a TV

[1]

[Total: 5 marks]
Exercise 2: Questions 6 – 12

The weekend

What do these young people do at the weekend?

Look at the pictures and read the names.

A    B    C

D    E    F

G    H    J

K    L

Listen and for each person write the correct letter in the box.

Example: Ahmet C
6 Meltem [1]
7 Ali [1]
8 Zehra [1]
9 Bülent [1]
10 Lale [1]
11 Cengiz [1]
12 Filiz [1]

[Total: 7 marks]
Exercise 3: Questions 13 – 18

Food and drink

Read the questions and look at the pictures.

Listen and tick (✓) the correct box.

**Example:** What does Ayşe eat for breakfast?

13 What does Cihan drink in the morning?

14 What does Zeliha's sister make?

Pause
15 Where does Kenan have lunch?

A  B  C  [1]

16 Which food does Ayten like?

A  B  C  [1]

Pause

17 Why does Altan order fish?

A  B  C  [1]

18 Where does Yelda take the cake?

A  B  C  [1]

[Total: 6 marks]
Exercise 4: Questions 19 – 24

Shopping

Dilek and Kenan are talking about shopping.

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.

Example: Dilek wants to buy presents for the New Year.

19 Kenan does not like to go to busy ................................................................. at the weekend. [1]

20 Kenan thinks it is ........................................................................ the presents on the internet. [1]

21 Kenan does not have to take ........................................................................ on the bus. [1]

Pause

22 Dilek likes to ...................................................................................... clothes when shopping. [1]

23 Dilek's mother's shopping is ............................................................................... home by the farm. [1]

24 On the farm they do not sell ........................................................................ . [1]

[Total: 6 marks]
Exercise 5: Questions 25 – 31

A school trip

Zeynep and Sinan are talking about their school life.

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.

Example: Zeynep spent her weekend

............................................................................................................................. preparing for her exams

25 Sinan thinks he

............................................................................................................................ the examinations. [1]

26 The school trip Sinan went on at the weekend was relaxing and

............................................................................................................................ . [1]

Pause

27 Sinan liked the

............................................................................................................................ on the lake the most. [1]

Pause

28 Nobody cooked at the camp because they had

............................................................................................................................ with them. [1]

29 The teachers made everyone

............................................................................................................................ . [1]

Pause

30 In the evening, they had fun around the

............................................................................................................................ . [1]

31 Sinan is very good at

............................................................................................................................ when telling stories. [1]

[Total: 7 marks]
Exercise 6: Questions 32 – 37

What happened to them?

Read the list.

He/she …

A – was indecisive
B – was tense
C – found something
D – left something behind
E – had a good time
F – was busy
G – made a mistake
H – was in pain

Listen and write the correct letter in the box.

Example:  Selim  C

32 Arzu
33 Baran
34 Melek
35 Orhan
36 Ayşe
37 Kemal

[Total: 6 marks]
Exercise 7: Questions 38 – 42

Work experience

Nehir and Güneş are talking about their work experience.

Read the questions.

Listen and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

Example: Where did Nehir do her work experience?
............................................................................................................................................................
at the chemist

38 Why is Nehir positive about her work experience? Give two details.

(a) .......................................................................................................................................................... [1]

(b) .......................................................................................................................................................... [1]

Pause

39 Why does Güneş think being a chef is stressful?
............................................................................................................................................................ [1]

40 What does Güneş say is good about being a chef? Give two details.

(a) .......................................................................................................................................................... [1]

(b) .......................................................................................................................................................... [1]

Pause

41 According to Nehir, what is the benefit of cooking your own food?
............................................................................................................................................................ [1]

42 Why was Güneş’s sister offered a job?
............................................................................................................................................................ [1]

[Total: 7 marks]
Exercise 8: Questions 43 – 48

Home and work

Pınar and Ahmet are talking about where they would like to live.

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.

Example:

Pınar’s aunt is happy because .................................................. she has time for herself and her family ..........................................

43 Living in the city is much more ..........................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

44 Pınar wants to save some money and ..................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

Pause

45 Ahmet would like to work in a place near to his home because ..................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

46 It would be hard for Ahmet to change his environment because ..................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

Pause

47 According to Pınar, Ahmet can live anywhere he wants if ..................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

48 According to Pınar, when choosing a career, it is important to ..................................................

.......................................................................................................................... . [1]

[Total: 6 marks]

END OF QUESTION PAPER